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ABSTRACT 

The photovoltaics (PVs) are attractive sources of renewable energy for electric power generation due to 

their relatively small size and noiseless operation. Their applications are expected to significantly increase all over 

the world. PV generating technologies have the advantage of being modular (more units can be added) to meet the 

increased demand. This paper presents the comparative analysis of SEPIC based PV module with MPPT control 

techniques. A thorough explanation of PV module and its behavior is presented. A detailed model of 60W PV 

module is developed using MATLAB/ Simulink environment. The V_I and P_V characteristics of PV module in 

accordance with the effect of solar irradiance, temperature, series resistance and shunt resistance of PV cell are ana-

lyzed. The SEPIC is developed in order to interface it with PV module to extract maximum power output. MPPT 

algorithm is responsible for driving the dc-dc SEPIC converter to track maximum power point (MPP). The 

MATLAB/ Simulink arrangement of perturb & observe (P&O) and incremental conductance (INC) MPPT algo-

rithm is presented. The system for both direct control and voltage mode control (PI Controller) technique is ana-

lyzed. The overall system is designed, developed and validated by using MATLAB/SIMULINK. The simulation 

results demonstrate the effective working of PV module, MPPT algorithm and control strategy. 

Key terms: Photovoltaic system, MPPT, Perturb and Observe algorithm, SEPIC Converter. 

INTRODUCTION 

The increasing demand of electricity, the high price of oil and the growing concerns for our environment 

are some of the several factors that force us to enhance the uses of alternative energy sources. Among a variety of 

renewable energy sources, solar energy is a sustainable alternative option that can be utilized in various ways and 

can be used for many applications. Solar power is produced by collecting sunlight and converting into electricity, 

heat and lighting. The photovoltaic’s (PVs) are attractive sources of renewable energy for electric power generation 

due to their relatively small size and noiseless operation. Their applications are expected to significantly increase 

all over the world. PV generating technologies have the advantage of being modular (more units can be added) to 

meet the increased demand. Major advantages of the photovoltaic power are:     Static structure with no moving 

parts, hence quiet operation; High power density per unit of weight   Short lead time to design, install, and start up; 

Highly modular structure, hence the plant economy is not a function of size; Power output matches well with peak 

load; Expected longer life with low maintenance; Highly mobile.  

The block diagram of proposed system is shown in figure 1. Its main components are the solar panel, DC-

DC converter, Maximum Power Point Tracking (MPPT) controller, and load. A single diode model of PV Cell is 

used in this paper. The purpose of designing single-ended primary inductance converter (SEPIC) is to regulate the 

PV voltage in order to extract maximum power from the PV module. The output power of the SEPIC converter is 

varied due to temperature and irradiations. Hence, the Maximum power is tracked and extracted from the PV mod-

ule. MPPT algorithm is used to provide the reference voltage for the converter. Perturb and observe algorithm and 

incremental conductance algorithm are used for MPPT. The control objective is to regulate the output voltage of 

PV module to the load such that the PV power is utilized effectively. The MPPT algorithm instructs a MPPT con-

troller how to move the operating voltage.  Then, it is a MPPT controller’s task to bring the voltage to a desired 

level and maintain it.  There are several methods often used for MPPT. The controller arrangements in this thesis 

are Voltage mode controller as shown in figure 1 uses simple PI control technique.  

PV MODULE 

The PV cell can be represented by a simple equivalent circuit consists of diode and current source connect-

ed paralleling as shown in Figure 2. The output current (Ip) is a function of solar radiation (S), temperature (T), 

open circuit voltage (Vocs) and short circuit current (Iscr) that are particular to the cell technology. The governing 

equations [9] involved in PV cell are  

Iр = np Iph - np I₀{exp [((vp + Ip rs)/ns Vt) - 1] -         

Vp+Ip rs) / rp }                                (1) 
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I₀= (np Iph ) / [ exp ( Voc / ns Vt ) – 1 ]  (2) 

Voc= Vocs + Kv (T - Tref)   (3) 

Vt= A K T / q    (4) 

      Iph= S  [Iscr + Ki (T - Tref)] / Sref  (5) 

Where  

Vp = PV Output Voltage , V; np = Number of PV Cell in Parallel; ns = Number of PV Cell in Series; Iph = Photo 

generated Current , A; I₀ = Saturated Current , A; Sref = 1000 W/m²; A = Ideality Factor, 1.3; q = Unit Charge 

(1.602×10⁻¹⁹ C); K = Boltzmann’s Constant  (1.381×10⁻²³ J/K); Tref = Reference Temperature (298 K); rs, rp = 

Series and Shunt Resistance of PV Equivalent Cell. 

 

 
Figure.1.Block diagram of Proposed system 

 
Figure 2. Equivalent circuit of PV cell 

There are different sizes of PV module commercially available (typically sized from 60W to 170W).  Usu-

ally, a number of PV modules are combined as an array to meet different energy demands.  The proposed system 

requires 60W power. Therefore manufacturer data sheet of SOLAREX MSX-60 is used as PV Module. With the 

help of governing equations involved in PV Module, embedded function has been created to simulate PV Module 

in MATLAB/Simulink. The module is modeled in the form of masked block such that it can also be used as PV 

Panel or PV array. The masked module is designed to have a dialog box in which any parameter of PV module can 

be configured in same way. The I-V and P-V curves of a solar cell are highly dependent on the solar irradiation 

values are shown in figure 3(a) and 3(b) respectively. 

  

Figure 3(a) and 3(b) Characteristic with different S: I- V output characteristic and P- V characteristic 

With increase in the solar irradiation the open circuit voltage increases. This is due to the fact that, when 

more sunlight is incident on the solar cell, the electrons are supplied with higher excitation energy, thereby increas-

ing the electron mobility and thus more power is generated. Maximum power of solar cell varies with solar radia-

tion, ambient temperature and solar cell temperature. The specification for SOLAREXMS60 is given table 1. 
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Table 1 specification of 60 W PV modules 

Number of Cells NS 36 

Maximum Power PMAX 60 W 

Voltage at PMAX 17.1 V 

Current at PMAX 3.5 A 

Open-Circuit Voltage VOC 21.1 V 

Short-Circuit Current ISC 3.8 A 

MPPT ALGORITHM 

One of the most important components that should be taken into account is the Maximum Power Point 

Tracker (MPPT) which functions to make the photovoltaic panel provide the possible maximum power. The maxi-

mum power point (MPP) value is the point on the I-V curve at which the solar cell works with the maximum pow-

er. MPPT is implemented usually through a DC/DC converter that sets the solar panel to operate at MPP inde-

pendently of the load. Therefore the main function of an MPPT is to adjust the panel output voltage and current to 

values in which the panel transfers the maximum power to the load. Analog controllers have traditionally per-

formed control of MPPT.  However, the use of digital controllers is rapidly increasing because they offer several 

advantages over analog controllers. First, digital controllers are programmable thus capable of implementing ad-

vanced algorithm with relative ease. Modification of the design is much easier with digital controllers.  They are 

immune to time and temperature drifts because they work discrete and outside the linear operation region. As a re-

sult, they offer long-term stability.  The task of MPPT algorithm is to set the duty cycle for SEPIC in order to oper-

ate the PV module at Maximum Power for different environmental conditions. Perturb & Observe (P&O) is the 

simplest method. The choice of the algorithm depends on the time complexity the algorithm takes to track the MPP, 

implementation cost and the ease of implementation. The P & O (MPPT) algorithm is created in embedded func-

tion block using MATLAB. The principle behind the function of MPPT is illustrated with the flow chart shown in 

figure 4. The condition which attains maximum power point is given by  

ΔV / ΔP = 0 (ΔI / ΔP = 0) at the MPP (7) 

ΔV / ΔP > 0 (ΔI / ΔP < 0) at the left  (8) 

ΔV / ΔP < 0 (ΔI / ΔP > 0) at the right  (9) 

In a situation where the irradiation changes quickly, the Maximum Power Point also moves on the right hand side 

of the curve. The algorithm takes it as a change due to perturbation and in the next iteration it changes the direction 

of perturbation and hence goes away from the MPP. This is the main drawback of this MPPT algorithm.  

 
Figure 4. Flowchart for P & O Algorithm 

In 1993 Hussein, Muta, Hoshino, and Osakada of Saga University, Japan, proposed the incremental con-

ductance (incCond) algorithm intending to solve the problem of the P&O algorithm under rapidly changing atmos-

pheric conditions. 

   at MPP     (10) 

    at the left of MPP   (11) 

  at the right of MPP   (12) 
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Figure 5. Flowchart for INC Algorithm 

The flowchart shown in Figure 5 explains the operation of this algorithm.  It starts with measuring the pre-

sent values of PV module voltage and current.  Then, it calculates the dI and dV, using the present values and pre-

vious values of voltage and incremental changes of current.  If the MPPT is still operating at the MPP (condition: 

dV = 0) and the irradiation has not changed (condition: dI = 0), it takes no action.  If the irradiation has increased 

(condition: dI > 0), it raises the MPP voltage.  Then, the algorithm will increase the operating voltage to track the 

MPP.  Similarly, if the irradiation has decreased (condition: dI < 0), it lowers the MPP voltage.  Then, the algo-

rithm will decrease the operating voltage design and analysis of SEPIC converter 

The single-ended primary-inductance converter (SEPIC) is a DC/DC-converter topology that provides a 

positive regulated output voltage from an input voltage that varies from above to below the output voltage. The 

coupled inductor not only provides a smaller footprint but also, to get the same inductor ripple current, requires 

only half the inductance required for a SEPIC with two separate inductors. The conversion ratio of SEPIC is given 

by equation (13). 

M (D) = D / (1 – D) (13) 

In a SEPIC design, the output voltage can be higher or lower than the input voltage. The SEPIC converter 

uses two inductors, L1 and L2. The two inductors can be wound on the same core since the same voltages are ap-

plied to them throughout the switching cycle. Using a coupled inductor takes up less space on the PCB and tends to 

be lower cost than two separate inductors. The capacitor Cs isolates the input from the output and provides protec-

tion against a shorted load. Figure 7 shows the SEPIC converter current flow and switching waveforms. SEPIC is a 

buck–boost derived converter that possesses a right- half- plane (RHP) zero in the continuous conduction mode 

(CCM). The CCM operation is preferred here for reducing the input-current ripple and reduced the switch- current 

stress. 

 The SEPIC converter is designed for output voltage 17.1 V at maximum of 3.2 A with 90% efficiency from 

an input voltage 21.1 V. The parameters are designed using the governing equation of SEPIC converter in CCM 

and their values are shown in table 2. 

Table 2. Designed values for SEPIC parameters 

Parameters Calculated values 

D ( max) 0.5945 

ΔIL 1.995 A 

La= Lb = L 178.79e-6 H 

Cs 260.09e-6 H 

Cp 608.406e-6 H 

SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 The overall simulation model is shown in figure 6.  The SEPIC converter switching voltage and current 

waveforms of are shown in figure 7 (a) and (b).  
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Figure 6. Overall simulation model of proposed system 

 

 

 
Figure 7 (a) and (b) SEPIC converter switching waveforms 

The simulation is run for a time period of 0.2s. The solar irradiance is 1000W/m2 and temperature of 25°C is 

given as input to PV Module. The output response for simulation model of PV Module with direct controller using 

Perturb & Observe Algorithm is shown in figure 8. The step change is applied for load resistance from 5Ω to 10Ω 

at 0.1s. The algorithm is coded using embedded function in MATLAB simulation tool. 

 

 
Figure 8 Output response of PV Module for step 

change in load resistance from 5Ω to 10 Ω at 0.1s 

for direct control using P & O Algorithm 

Figure 9 Output response of PV Module for step 

change in load resistance from 5Ω to 10 Ω at 0.1s 

for direct control using INC Algorithm 

The output response for simulation model of PV Module with direct controller using Incremental Conduct-

ance Algorithm is shown in figure 9. The step change is applied for load resistance from 5Ω to 10Ω at 0.1s. The 

algorithm is implemented using MATLAB Simulink. The closed loop response of PV Module with regulated volt-

age when step change is applied to load resistance from 5Ω to 10Ω at 0.1s is shown in figure 10. 
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Figure 6.3 output response of PV Module for step change in load resistance from 5Ω to 10 Ω at 0.1s for PI 

Control 

   There are some limitations in P & O technique, which reduce its MPPT efficiency.  First, it cannot deter-

mine when it has actually reached the MPP.  Instead, it oscillates the operating point around the MPP  after  each  

cycle  and  slightly  reduces  PV  efficiency  under  the  constant  irradiance condition. In a situation where the irra-

diance changes rapidly, the MPP also moves on the right hand side of the curve. The algorithm takes it as a change 

due to perturbation and in the next iteration it changes the direction of perturbation and hence goes away from the 

MPP.  

However, the cost of implementation is less and hence easy to implement. The time complexity of this al-

gorithm is very less but on reaching very close to the MPP it doesn’t stop at the MPP and keeps on perturbing in 

both the directions. When this happens the algorithm has reached very close to the MPP and we can set an appro-

priate error limit or can use a wait function which ends up increasing the time complexity of the algorithm. Be-

tween  two  algorithms,  the  INC  algorithm  is  supposed  to  outperform  the  P&O algorithm under rapidly 

changing atmospheric conditions. 

CONCLUSION 

The study and design of Solar PV Module in this thesis is simple and also efficient. The PV module of 

60W is modeled using governing equation of solar cell. The main contribution of this paper is implementation of 

PV module in the form of masked block. . The result shows that the PV model in moderate complexity provides 

good matching with the real PV module. The introduction to SEPIC Converter and its need is explained. The 

SEPIC converter is designed to extract maximum power output of PV module. The parameters in the circuit con-

figuration are designed and the values are calculated. The characteristics and output response of SEPIC Converter 

are obtained through simulation. This paper presents the Matlab/Simulink arrangement of perturb & observe (P&O) 

and incremental conductance (INC) MPPT algorithm which is responsible for driving the dc-dc SEPIC converter to 

track maximum power point (MPP). Between  two  algorithms,  the  INC  algorithm  is  supposed  to  outperform  

the  P&O algorithm under rapidly changing atmospheric conditions. The two controller techniques namely PI con-

troller and direct controller are analyzed in detail. The controller is simple; however the accuracy of controlling 

output is uncertain. The discussions on simulation results are also given. The disadvantage of direct MPPT control-

ler is that there is no regulation of voltage or current. This is overcome by voltage mode controller (PI controller) 

where the output voltage is regulated.  
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